DO AMAZING THINGS

Your face, your touch, your creativity—the Lenovo™ Miix 720 is all about you. A powerful laptop one minute, a touchscreen tablet the next. This 2-in-1 detachable is stylish and lightweight, combining chic design with a stunning display that will help you breeze through any task, wherever life takes you. Unlock the system in a personal, secure way—without entering a password. Capture your imagination by writing & drawing directly on the screen... Go ahead, do amazing things.

WHY YOU SHOULD BUY THE LENOVO MIIX 720

Clearly better

Thin and light yet powerful, this eye-catching 2-in-1 PC was designed to be a chic complement to your daily life, with its one-piece metal alloy design, unique dual watchband hinges and vivid QHD+ display.

Set your ideas in motion

With the bundled Lenovo Active Pen 2, you can interact with your Miix in more creative ways—from signing documents, writing notes by hand and editing photos, to sending out handwritten emails. Get it all done, with the touch of the Lenovo Active Pen 2.

Your face, your password

Miix 720 provides a personal, secure way to log into your system—without entering a password. Thanks to the front-facing integrated Infra-Red camera and Windows Hello support, your Miix 720 unlocks in seconds when it recognizes your face.

Work hard, play hard

Whether you’re creating presentations, editing photos, or running favorite programs, the Miix 720’s high-performance processors are ready to take your productivity and creativity to the next level.
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**SPECIFICATIONS**

**Lenovo Miix 720-12IKB**

**PERFORMANCE**

**Processor**
Up to 7th Generation Intel® Core™ i7 Processor

**Operating System**
Windows 10 Pro
Windows 10 Home

**Graphics**
Intel® HD Integrated Graphics

**Camera & Microphone**
Front: 1 MP with IR Camera Supports Windows Hello
Rear: 5 MP Auto-Focus;
Dual-Array Microphone

**Memory**
Up to 16 GB DDR4

**Storage**
Up to 1 TB PCIe SSD

**Audio**
Integrated Dolby®-Enabled Stereo Speakers

**Battery**
41 Whr, Up to 8 Hours¹

¹ All battery life claims are approximate and based on test results using the MobileMark 2014 test suite. Actual results will vary, depending on numerous factors including product configuration and usage, software, operating conditions, wireless functionality, power management settings, screen brightness and other factors. The maximum capacity of the battery will decrease with usage and usage. See https://bapco.com/products/mobilemark-2014 for additional details.

² Broad only.
³ PRC only, non-signature.
⁴ PPC version DMS.
⁵ Pen SKU only.
⁶ World wide.
⁷ PRC only.
⁸ Lenovo audio duke.

**CONNECTIVITY**

**WLAN**
2 x 2 Wi-Fi 802.11 ac

**Bluetooth®**
Bluetooth 4.1

**Connectors**
1 x USB 3.1 (Type-C®)
1 x USB 3.0
1 x USB 2.0
microSD™
Audio Combo Jack

**PRELOADED SOFTWARE**

- Lenovo CCSDK
- Dropbox 25 GB
- Garantia Estendida²
- Lenovo Harmony 2.0³
- Lenovo App Explorer for FPC⁴
- Lenovo ID
- Lenovo Photo Master 2.0
- McAfee®: LiveSafe™⁵
- Lenovo WRITEit⁶
- Lenovo YMC⁶
- Yandex
- Lenovo PC Manager⁷
- Lenovo Cloud Disk⁸
- Lenovo Application Store
- LEI¹

**LENOVO SERVICES**

**Warranty Upgrades – On-site / In-Home Service**
Maximizes PC uptime and productivity by providing convenient, fast repair services in your own home.

**Accidental Damage Protection**
Avoid the hassles of unexpected repair costs. Provides coverage for non-warranted damage incurred under normal operating conditions, such as minor spills, drops or damage to the integrated screen.

**Warranty Extensions (1- to 3 Years Total Duration)**
This fixed-term, fixed-cost service helps accurately budget for PC expenses, protect your valuable investment and potentially lower the cost of ownership over time.

**OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES**

- Yoga™ Mouse
- Lenovo Active Pen 2**
- Lenovo 500 2.0 Bluetooth® Speaker

**Intel® platform codes**

*Example of Lenovo Miix catalogue naming convention
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